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From the Wild West

	

Henry Ratz, President

Greetings from the Mother Lode! After 50 years of organized
Swiss philately in these United States, it's quite obvious that the
AHPS wagon -- thanks to a tremendous effort of a growing number
of individuals -- is running quite smoothly for the time being.
Special merits go to our outgoing president, Chuck LaBlonde, whose
tireless devotion to the cause was of superglue quality . But the rest
of the team most certainly deserves an accolade or two as well.
Many, many hours of their free and valuable time were given to
promote and further the health of your society . Our journal Tell
looks as good as ever, thanks to Steve, Leroy, Dick and its, alas too
few, contributors. Our finances are in reasonable shape ; although
an increase in dues in due time, or some other form of revenue
enhancement cannot be ruled out at this point . I had hoped that
by now we would be a non-profit organization, but Bob Zeigler tells
us that there are some problems in reaching that goal . If anyone
knows a shortcut to get us there quickly, please let me know . It
surely would help our postage and mailing cost.

Personally, there is not much more I can contribute to the well-
being of the society other than greasing the wheels once in a while
with an article for Tell and hold the reins of the lead horse.
However, there won't be enough time to lead and research and write
long exposés simultaneously; therefore, the need for editorial
contributions to Tell from corners of the membership we have not
heard from yet becomes even greater. All of you wallflowers,
please step forward and make a difference!

Although my wife and I lead a rather private and secluded life,
our door is always open to anyone passing through this portion of
God's country . Just give us a call and we will give you proper
directions (and give me time to get out of my mud boots and
shave) . The same holds for problem solving by correspondence;
although I hope I can do it with something less than the 1350 letters
Chuck mentioned (mind boggling, but then I received a few of
those letters myself) . There are only two items I hate to do:
translate stuff that you could easily do yourselves with the help of
a decent dictionary and run photocopies, a task that requires a drive
of 50 miles to reach a good copier . Anyone seriously collecting
Swiss stamps should have one or two dictionaries : a German-English
and a French-English. Put it on top of your shopping list! [Your
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Editor will send a German-English Philatelic Dictionary of seven
pages and over 700 entries (compiled from many sources) to anyone
who sends a SASE 9" x 12" envelope franked with 45c and $5 cash
or check payable to AHPS .]

Back to stamps: Have you heard the rumor that they are going to
end the Swiss Pro Juventute stamp series if they can't come up with
better designs . If your editor thought last year's were bad, look at
what Moby Dick spat out this year . Talking about Bern, we seem
to be unable to get anyone's ear at the PTT since Ernie Kehr passed
away . They will not even spring a few bucks for an advertisement
in Tell . As you have need to write me over the next couple of
years, let me know how much you spend each year with the
Philatelic Service of the Swiss PTT . Maybe I can extrapolate some
figures and guesstimate what their American market is worth to
them. Probably not too much by their standards, but some $200 for
a Tell advertisement is peanuts for an outfit that is listed as one of
the largest (tele)communications giants in Europe . Besides mail,
they have total control over all telephone, radio, tv, vcr, intercom,
cellular, walkie-talkie, speedmail, videotext, fax, etc ., business.

Our society's Grand Award, a leaded glass panel, shown being
held by this year's winner Ralph Soderberg, is a mere shadow of
what possibly was the most advanced art
media Switzerland ever produced: heraldic
stained glass panels . The Swiss were
unsurpassed masters at this craft during the
15th and 16th centuries. It was customary
for neighboring Swiss towns and cantons to
exchange such small panels for xyz occa-
sions . Thus, decorative glass went from the
traditional use in churches to council
chambers, then to inns, to guild halls, town
houses, and country mansions of patricians
and nouveau-riche traders. Two of the
greatest Swiss glaziers were Hans Rutter
and Lucas Zeiner . Even Hans Holbein, Jr.
lent his hand to the design of this cher-
ished object . For those who are interested,
there is a great little museum devoted to
stained glass which is well worth visiting while in Switzerland.
While on your way to Gruyère to treat yourself to a healthy portion
of filet with morels and a bowl of the world's best fresh cream with
meringue, make a stop at the picturesque little bastion town of
Romont and look for that museum.

As an occasional glazier myself, I recently walked through a glass
exhibit at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art . Among a zillion
beautiful items, dating back to Alexander the Great, there was a
fraction of Hearst's collection of European glass work on display
which included the most elaborate steins from Bavaria and Swiss
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guild hall stained glass panels . And low and behold, there was one
that had been designed for a postmaster which is reproduced here
from my rough sketch . It was dated ca . 1618, and is from the
eastern part of Switzerland, probably St . Gallen.
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Interesting to note, yet not too surprising, the postmaster appears
to have had another source of income . What was his other profes-
sion? Send me a postcard and I will draw a winner from the
correct entries. The prize is a nice Swiss cover and I will see that
it is autographed by one of the last authentic craftsmen of this trade
left in Switzerland, my brother-in-law, also a St . Galler.

Having always had a fertile mind, one thought keeps bugging me
ever since I saw this panel . The panel is from a time period that
coincides with an era of organized trades in Europe mandated by
the cities as a form on consumer protection against shoddy work-
manship and over-billing . Under those laws, even prostitutes and
panhandlers had to be members of a guild . So my mind asks : What
heraldic design did the ladies for hire use on their panels in the
guild halls and who graded their exams for "Meister"? Not very
philatelic, you say; and you're right, but then man does not live
from stamps alone.

One of the big problems in a society like ours is identity . We
are spread so far apart, we don't know each other, and hardly
recognize one another when we meet somewhere . We forgot to
introduce the new people that appeared on the ballot this year.
Maybe each one on the new "management" team can give the
membership at large a brief glimpse at their background in one of
the upcoming Tells . Mine is on page 276 of the December 1982
Tell.

For those of you who are interested in getting youngsters
involved in philately, the USPS has just published a very nice and
informative 32-page brochure, Introduction to Stamp Collecting
(Publication #2251) . It should be available at all POs . Make sure
you get some.

A couple of corrections to my recent articles in Tell are in order:

Sept ./Oct. 1988, p. 169, para . 4: The dates in parenthesis should
read (Jan . 1, 1928 to June 30, 1930).

Same article as above, p . 170: To clarify my statement that there
are no known documents with 45, 521, 67+ or 82+ Rp . rates, I meant
with one single value tab imprint . There are, of course, wrappers
known with these rates made up with combination imprints of two
or more oval cancel imprints . A friend of mine even has a 73 Rp.
value on one of his pieces, a value that cannot really be documented
with the known rate tables of the Swiss posts.

Same issue as above, p . 176: Based on information given in a
reputable Swiss auction catalog, I presented the two covers on this
page as FD covers . Bob Zeigler correctly pointed out that these
cannot be FD uses as that paper variety was out in circulation for
nearly two years . Indeed, my research of cancels on this #141y in
question shows many dates earlier than the one shown and described
as FD. So sorry!
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EDITOR'S COMMENT

	

Steven S . Weston

Your editor would like to congratulate himself and Tell's
associate editor, publisher, writers, advertisers, and AHPS officers
for putting out (on schedule) 236 pages in six issues during 1988.
Tell also received a Silver Medal in the ChicagoPex literature
competition . But, if we are to maintain or improve the quality of
your journal, we need original material to publish . Please write an
article and send it to me!

It seems that the Swiss government issues will be a continuing
topic in this column. This topic will affect all Swiss and Liechten-
stein collectors . The new purchase tax, that goes into effect on
January 1st, must be charged on all philatelic material: stamps for
collectors, FDCs, auction items, sheetlets, etc. Stamps for collectors
includes canceled modern stamps, canceled and mint demonetized
stamps, and all foreign stamps . The tax is 6 .2% at retail and 9.3%
for wholesale transactions!

I've always known that the Swiss seldom miss an opportunity to
tax something ; the multitude of revenue stamps attests to that point.
Imagine my surprise, when I learned from Gene Kelly that there
have never been any tax stamps issued for wine in the bottle . I had
hoped to start a small collection of revenues related to wine, but my
collection will be very small since there is only a federal tax on
wine in the vat, not in the bottle, and no stamps have ever been
produced as evidence of payment.

Gene has just acquired three albums of railroad documents, many
with SBB railway stamps, customs labels, and cancels dating from
1927 to the 1950s . They are for sale and interested parties may
contact Gene at: Steinerstrasse 15, CH-8253 Diessenhofen . Some-
body must be cleaning out their attic because I've recently seen
several bourse dealers with large quantities of railway stamps which
had previously been rather scarce in California.

Speaking of the SBB, they have issued two new sets of railroad
postcards (new locos and the Brünig railway) which can be ordered
direct for about 11 sFr . each.

Maintaining my serendipitous segue momentum, the PTT postal
coach office has published a new, large size map of all their routes
with text in four languages, including English.

Gene also wrote about another ripoff being
perpetrated on Swiss collectors . The Swiss PTT has
produced specimen and color trial stamp printings for
many years. These " stamps" were produced to train
pressmen, test colors, and advertise the capabilities of
the Swiss security printing industry . Gene has seen
these items listed in auctions in Great Britain,
Germany and the U .S. this year . Asking, reserve or
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estimate prices for lots of 10-15 pieces have been as high as $40.
Gene made a few inquiries of the Swiss PTT and received over

100 blocks-of-four of different specimens for the cost of a postage
stamp (50 rappen)! Anyone can ask for these items . Each shipment
is different and the PTT will not accept orders for specific items.

I have to thank Michael Rutherfoord and the Helvetia Newsletter
for some of the items above and this report on the new postman
booklet issued 8 .9 .88 . It appears that there are four types of covers
used with this booklet . The differences are very minor and involve
lay-up marks near the inside fold . One type has no mark, another
has a small horizontal line, and two have a small vertical line either
above or below the midpoint . The vertical line types were used
exclusively (so it seems) for the FD canceled booklets and those
provided mint to standing order customers . The horizontal line type
also has a small matching mark printed on the selvedge of the
booklet panes. The booklet type without a mark has panes without
a mark. Michael writes, "that [this] poses some queries, which I
have not yet been able to answer ."

The October 3rd issue of Linn's Stamp News featured a nice
article by Peter Collins on the Swiss Mail Transport definitives on
page 38 . I wish we had been able to print it in Tell before all of
you read it in Linn's . I especially liked the part about the author
attempting French with a Swissair stewardess when he detected that
she was speaking French to other passengers . "Within a couple of
sentences, she had thrown in so many incomprehensible words and
phrases that the conversation had to relapse into English." It has
been alleged that "Switzer" is a confidence trick where natives throw
in a few made-up nonsense words to fool the non-natives . On
occasion, I'm certain that this is true . My wife, though not a Swiss
native, lived in Vaud long enough to speak French with a Vaudois
accent and dialect . We've had several amusing incidents when she
suddenly shifts from "French" French to Vaudois at the right
moment. Now, if I could just get my German beyond "Guten Tag,"
I'd be able to fool myself and everyone around me!

Would you like to foster future Swiss/Liechtenstein collectors and
get a tax deduction? Why not give away some of your duplicates?
The organizers of World Stamp Expo 89 (Washington DC, Nov . 17-
Dec . 3, 1989) plan to give a packet of 100 stamps to every young-
ster attending the fourteen-day show . Collectors, dealers and stamp
clubs are asked to send mint and used, undamaged stamps, US and
foreign, on and off paper, in packets of 100 different to Dorothy
Blaney, RFD 1, Box 218, Perrypolis PA 15473-9801 . A similar
program at AMERIPEX resulted in the distribution of more than
12,000 packets of stamps, albums, and accessories . Donations will
be acknowledged as tax-deductible gifts.

Lastly, I've moved ; see my new address in the masthead.
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Letter and Response

I am a member of the AHPS and en joy collecting Swiss stamps
for many reasons . Town names of small hamlets fascinate me, but
this also frustrates me . Many times, a cancellation is faint and
partially indistinct or partly off the stamp(s) . Thus, I try to figure
out the name of the town from the few letters available.

Is there some map or listing, that one can buy, of Swiss cities
(towns) and perhaps some that have disappeared over the past 130
years? Do you advise a current road map of Switzerland?

For example, I have one cover from 1854 with faint letters which
I read as "-E-MAT" . I have no idea what town this is or was.
Does AHPS have some such aid available for sale?

C. Robert Grosso
North Carolina

You may be surprised to learn that there are quite a few AHPS
members interested in the same postmark pursuit (now called
"marcophily" by some). Yours truly is no exception . As a matter
of fact, I am at present trying to combine the 90+ installments of a
yet incomplete article on the ten of thousands of Swiss postmarks of
all kinds, varieties and types into what may, in five years, become
the successor to the great cancellation handbook of Switzerland, the
Andres and Emmenegger Grosses Handbuch der Abstempelungen auf
Schweizer Marken 1843-1907, a multi-volume work reissued a few
years ago (and still available from Buri Druck for about $100).
When it comes to pre-stamp times, another major work would be
Winkler's Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie .	 1695-1850, the
basic, though incomplete, research study (1968) on early Swiss
postmarks . This volume is no longer available except through
auctions ; but one hears rumors that before long a reissue will be
produced.

On a much smaller level, but absolutely trustworthy (99 .9%) is
the annual small booklet published by the Swiss PTT . The Ortsver-
zeichnis (tri-lingual) costs about $2 and is issued every June . It can
be ordered upon request from the Swiss PTT, Wertzeichenverkaufs-
stelle, Parkterrasse 10, CH-3030 Bern . What makes this small and
handy publication so helpful is that it contains not only a list of all
current post offices and suboffices (and their location, delivery of
mail time, etc .), but that it also lists a great number of localities
without a post office . Many of these, at one time in the dim past,
may have had a postal facility . (Just for the fun of it, I looked up
"Räterichsboden," a no locality hairpin bend in the road across the
Grimsel pass which in the late 1940s had a temporary post office
serving the hundreds of workers at a new power dam up there ; and
sure enough, that place is still listed today because it has remained
a postal bus stop ever since!)

I believe that this Ortsverzeichnis will satisfy you for quite some
time; but if you insist on an ea r lier, complete listing, I can offer
you a photocopy of the appendix in the Dictionnairegeographique
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de la Suisse of 1902-10, Volume VI, which contains 27 pages listing
all Swiss post offices (or rather towns with post offices, no branches
in larger towns) as of July 1, 1909. For this service, you (or anyone
else who reads this) would have to send me a self-addressed,
stamped (65 cents) 81"x11" envelope and $2.50 in cash.

You probably know that in addition to regular town cancels, there
are thousands of special postmarks employed by the 4000 post
offices in Switzerland, such as emergency (square box), automobile
office, airmail and special flights, PP, official (for the PTT regions,
usually blue), railroad stations, telegraph, telephone, RPO and ship
PO, private postal acceptance depots, etc ., etc . marks. For many of
these, special publications exist, listing all known items . There is
also a huge, two-volume work listing all machine slogans and crowns,
and the publicity marks also have been cataloged in detail from 1940
to 1987.

You ask about maps -- Switzerland is famous for her maps and
you can buy any section of the country in reductions of 1 :25,000,
1 :50,000 and 1 :100,000 as well as country-wide maps of still smaller
reduction . And there is a postal map showing all zip codes (current-
ly terribly outdated) ; and a special map was published around 1940
as part of the Ortslexikon der Schweiz, showing all of the then
existing postal facilities on four large maps of the entire country
(sad to say that it's no longer available and has not been reissued).

But any automobile, bicycle, hiking or general tourist map of
Switzerland should be of help in locating certain towns . Often it is
a puzzle to try figuring out which town strike you have before you,
and as for your example mentioned I would first suggest the town
of Zermatt, but it could be Untermatt or Emmenmatt or a half dozen
others .

Felix Ganz
Associate Editor
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Swiss Postmarks

	

Henry Ratz

Whether you are a serious collector of Swiss stamps or just a
casual accumulator, sooner or later your attention will be drawn to
the stunning multitude of postmarks used on Swiss mail . And one
day, when you have completed plating all the cantonal issues, have
filled all the slots with plate faults, gathered every combo of tête-
bêches, etc., the temptation to look a little bit deeper into the
seemingly bottomless pool of cancels will be with you.

The following is a brief rundown of backup material available
should you fall victim to such siren calls one of these days . Also,
a few addresses are provided in case you have the desire to dig even
deeper and join one of the specialized collector societies in Switzer-
land. No guarantees given that the list is complete but our very
active Philatelic Literature Research Group can fill in any gaps.
Please note that all prices given are according to the latest informa-
tion I have and do not include postage charges to the U .S.

HANDBOOKS AND CATALOGS

Vorphilatelie (Stampless covers prior to 1843)
Anyone interested in this field needs to have at least the

following : Handbuch der Schweizer Vorphilatelie, 1695-1850 by Jean
J. Winkler . No longer in print but readily available at major Swiss
auctions at a hammer price of 170 to 300 sFr.

Hand Cancels (Straightlines, cds, etc .)
The standard reference work for 19th century cancels is the

Grosses Handbuch der Abstempelungen auf Schweizer Marken 1843-
1907 by Andres and Emmenegger . Published by the VSPhV in eight
volumes with three volumes showing the actual cancel images (see
Fig . 1 on front cover) and five volumes giving all of the numbering,
towns and villages where a given cancel was used and when, price
valuation system on older stamps and covers (Fig . 2).

This handbook is still available through the printer of the SBZ
and can be ordered from Buri Druck, c/o VSPhV, Eigerstrasse 71,
CH-3001 Bern . The eight volume set will cost about 130-150 sFr.

Ordinary Hand Cancels (20th Century)
There is nothing comprehensive in existence for this modern

period other than articles in journals like Tell's long series by Felix
Ganz. It's badly needed and I know Felix will do it once he is fully
retired . A formidable task though . ..

Special Events Hand Cancels and Mobile Post Office Cancels
Recently revised, the new edition of the PEN catalog gives you

everything you ever wanted to know about Sonderstempels used
from 1850 to 1987 and MPOs used from 1937 to 1987 (Fig . 3).
Published by Zumstein & Cie ., Zeughausgasse 24, CH-3000 Bern 7,
for 47 sFr . spiral-bound or 60 sFr . in a four-ring binder.
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Figure 2
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Figure 3
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K (Kurort) Publicity Hand Cancels
These are real pretty ones issued by several hundred communities

in Switzerland to promote their tourist trade . The majority display
good contemporary Swiss graphics, are still hand-engraved in steel
providing a sharp impression that make rubber stamp impressions
look like cave men features . All documented in one volume (1942-

1984) and a supplement (to 1987) called Handbuch,
Werbedatumstempel Schweiz,available from the Secretary of the SVP, Ernst
Heidinger, Käsehaldenstrasse 35, CH-8025 Zürich . The supplement
costs 15 sFr ., the handbook something less than 30 sFr . (see Fig . 4).

Figure 4
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Airmail Hand Cancels
All Swiss cancels related to mail with wings or balloons are

covered in the Schweizerisches Luftpost-Handbuch which covers the
period of 1900-1984 . Published by the Swiss Aerophilatelists
Society, Brünneliweid 11, CH-8340 Hinwil . The price of the latest
(1984) edition is 45 sFr . Documentation includes pictures of all
cancels plus pricing valuation guides. The cancel section represents
only a small part of this very impressive handbook which should be
part of every Switzerland collector's library (Fig . 5).

Figure 5

Machine Cancels
All mail going through automatic canceling equipment is

obliterated with a cds (called a crown in Switzerland) and a flag or
slogan. All (some 25,000 combinations used from 1911 to 1984) are
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covered in a two volume handbook, Handbuch der Maschinenstempel
Schweiz, Liechtenstein, UNO Genf, published by the SVP for 47 sFr.
Address your order to Secretary of the SVP, Ernst Heidinger,
Käsehaldenstrasse 35, CH-8025 Zürich.

Both volumes contain slogan picture, dates and locations, as well
as a pricing valuation guide (quite outdated for better material on
covers) as shown in Fig. 6 . The second volume also shows a
complete listing of all crowns ever used in these machines, for all
PO locations equipped with such automatic cancelers, and dates of
first and last use (see Fig . 7) .

Figure 6
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Figure 7

Meter Impressions
A much neglected but nevertheless interesting and rewarding area

of Swiss philately . This field is thoroughly documented (1923-1986)

in a small handy catalog called Dürst, Freistempelkatalog Schweiz.
Published by Heiner Dürst, alte Landstrasse 60, CH-8803 Rüsch-

likon and a steal at 10 sFr (see Fig . 8) . There is an older version
available that also includes more impressions pictured, a slightly
more, elaborate text and a section about the meter impressions of

Liechtenstein ; it may be out of print by now.
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Figure 8

ATMs and/or FRAMAs
Although Dürst and Zumstein cover these new arrivals to the

Swiss collectibles scene, several new catalogs have come onto the
market as of late . This young field has surprisingly found quite a
number of followers . While the information presented is educa-
tional, the prices seem to be unreal for some of the known types.
It looks like a penny stock pushing operation to me : rooster feathers
traded for peacock prices, but I've been wrong before.

The most complete work seen so far is titled Spezialkatalog
ATM-SFS Schweiz, by Josef Schalch. Printed in two parts, the
descriptive portion (Fig . 9) comes in a ring-binder for 65 sFr . and
the price index is spiral-bound for 13 sFr . Order from J. Schalch,
Postfach 4, CH-8862 Schübelbach.
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Figure 9

So much for the background help you might need . As you can
see, most areas are well covered and in most cases extremely well
documented, making Swiss cancel collecting a cinch if it were not
for the constant search for new shelf space.

SPECIALIZED SOCIETIES

To keep you up to date, you might consider joining one of the
more specialized Swiss societies . I believe all have their separate
journals and some have a complete new issue service available for
members plus circuits and auctions . Here is a list of addresses of
clubs you might be interested in joining:
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Schweizerischer Verein
der Poststempelsammler (SVP)
Mr. Fritz Berger
Erlenstrasse 6
CH-2540 Grenchen

Schweizerischer Aerophilatelistenverein
Mr . Tony A. Roth
Lochäckerstrasse 43
CH-8302 Kloten

Vereinigung Schweizerischer
Eisenbahner-Philatelisten
Mr. Marcel Tschumi
Rüttistrasse 6
CH-3052 Zollikofen

Postal History : Schweizerischer Altbrief- und
Spezialsammler Verein
Mr. Rudolf C . Rehm
Postfach 59
CH-8260 Stein am Rhein

Entires :

	

Schweizerischer Ganzsachensammler Verein
Mr. Max Schio
Kirchmatte
CH-3412 Heimiswil

Thematic :

	

Schweizerischer Motivsammler Verein
Mr . René-Roger Berberat
Solecht 22
CH-3303 Jegenstorf

Gesellschaft der Weltall-Philatelisten
Dr. Th . Dahinden
Hufgasse 15
CH-8008 Zürich

Rollenmarkensammler Verein Schweiz
Mr. Josef Schalch Jr.
Postfach 4
CH-8862 Schübelbach

Schweizerischer Pfadfinder-
Philatelistenverein
Mr . W. Kradolfer
Postfach 1226
CH-8152 Opfikon

Postmarks:

Aerophilately:

Railroad:

Space:

ATM/FRAMA:

Boy Scouts:
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Figure 10

New issues of cancels
can be obtained through
the respective societies or
directly from the PTT in
Bern. However, the PTT
is restricted to new special
event, K, and MPO can-
cels. Two versions are
available: on cacheted
cover with or without
address (Fig. 10), or on
sheetlets (Fig . 11) . Bern
has a tendency to load
foreign bound covers with
higher frankings ; there-
fore, covers are costly on
an annual basis . If you
are strictly interested in
cancels, I recommend the
sheetlets for a cost savings
of about 66%.

For those who like to
do things the hard way,
there is the Amtsblatt, the
official weekly publication
of the Swiss PTT, which
provides advance listings
of all new events, issues, cancels, etc . Using this information, you
can prepare your own covers, send them there for obliteration, and

Figure 11
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wait for the USPS to mess them up by pushing them through
automatic cancelers a few times . It's fun, spiked with a few tank
traps, and a bit masochistic.

The few of us who practice this sport of collecting cancels
[marcophily] would welcome any new and future cancel hounds . I
hope this article will be of some help and we would like to hear
from you about your progress or any problems encountered.

Finally, postmark collectors need tons of material to sift through
in order to be happy . So please, if you have excess material
gathering dust in shoe boxes (covers, post cards, post checks, way
bills, telegrams, etc .), put them into our sales circuits or auctions,
or offer them in a Tell Mini-Ad [free to members] . Get involved,
don't just be a bystander!

Exhibit Awards

	

Harlan Stone

"William Tell 1914-1933" NOCOPEX ; Grand.
"Swiss National Festival Cards" SEPAD ; Silver-Bronze.
"World War II Censor Marks on Swiss Mail" : SEPAD; Silver.
"Swiss Air Mail 1913-38" SEPAD ; Vermeil, AHPS Silver.
APS STaMpsHOW ; Gold . BALPEX; Vermeil.
"Swiss Zeppelin Flights" FINLANDIA ; Large Silver.
"Official Stamps of Switzerland" SEPAD ; Silver-Bronze.
"William Tell & Tell Boy" SEPAD ; Silver.
"Swiss Internment Camps" SEPAD ; Silver-Bronze.
"Geneva Postal History 1750-1870" SEPAD Vermeil ; AHPS
Bronze . FINLANDIA ; Silver-Bronze.
"Swiss Machine Cancels" OMAHA ; Silver . MILCOPEX ; Silver.
"Swiss Fondue" SEPAD ; Silver.
"Swiss Landscapes" GULFPEX ; Bronze.
"Graf Zeppelin Liechtenstein Flights" SEPAD ; Silver.
"Liechtenstudy" PIPEX (Lit .) ; Silver-Bronze.
"Sitting Helvetias" SEPAD ; Grand, AHPS Grand.
"Cross & Figure" SEPAD ; Vermeil.
"Swiss Domestic Postage Due Rates" BALPEX ; Gold, AHPS
Medal . Philatelic Show ; Vermeil, APS Research Medal.
"Strubels 1854-1862" SEPAD ; Gold, AHPS Gold.
"Tell" CHICAGOPEX (Lit .) ; Silver.
"Swiss Stampless Mail 1800-1890" INDYPEX ; Silver.

Richard H . Barton
Howard Bauman
Ernest L . Bergman
Wayne Fitzgibbons

P . Felix Ganz
Edward S . Hochuli
C . Kulpinski
Charles J . LaBlonde

Bruce Marsden
Don O'Neil
Max C. Rheinberger

Ralph B. Soderberg
Harlan F . Stone

Edmund C. Walton
Steven S . Weston
Robert G . Zeigler
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AHPS MAIL AUCTION

Auction #82 values are from Zumstein and Amateur Collector catalogs or estimated
retail unless otherwise stated ; 1 SFr = $.63 and £1 = 1 .68 . The closing date is
February 12, 1989 . Submit bids to : Wm. R . Lucas, P .O . Box 2103, Aurora IL 60507

Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est
1 29 (Z 26C) Used Strubel 40rp, 3FL, 2WM ; light cds, est	 $50/60 .00
2 38 ( Z 24G) Unused, no gum as usual ; 15rp Strubel;

almost 4FL, 2+WM	 $200 .00
3 (Z 69C) Used, F, SON WANCEN? 21.IV.93; one short perf	 $94 .50
4 82a (Z 66D) Used, F, almost SON GENEVE 7 .X.05 cds ; est	 $2 .00
5 83a (Z 67D) Mint NH, F, light crease not visible from the front 	 $14 .00
6 84a (Z 69C ) Used, F, partial cds RORSCHACH 11 .X .92;

corner perf crease	 $94 .50
7 91 (Z 69B) Used, just F, pen cancel over light box cancel 	 $690 .00
8 93 (Z 71B ) Used, just F, upside down SON GENEVE 2 .XII .89;

short perfs	 $75 .00
9 95 (Z 68C) Used, F, heavy cds BERN 29 .XII .92	 $38 .00

10 96a (Z 74E) Unused hinge remnant, VG, minor plate faults 	 $63 .00
11 136a (Z 107) Used, light cds 3 .11 .09, VF	 $63 .00
12 167a (Z 126I) Used, VF, heavy cds, Type I 	 $30 .00
13 (Z 164y) Used, partial cds, 2 short perfs 	 $41 .00
14 376/7 (Z 349/50) Mint NH, VF B/4, 1959 PTT Conference, nice 	 $75 .00
15 406/9 (Z 381/4) Mint NH, F/VF, very slight gum disturbance on 5 Fr . $31 .50

SOUVENIR SHEETS - SOUVENIR SHEETS

16 352a (Z WIII 35) Used, cds, nice	 $88 .00
17 371a (Z WIII 38) Mint NH	 "$17 .50
18 B297 (Z WII 102) Mint NH 1969 Pro Patria	 $57 .00

COVERS - COVERS

19 12 (Z 20) On cover, cut a little close at bottom, most frame lines on
sides, huge margin at top (good part of next stamp) ; blue grill cancel,
blue BERN 18 JUIN 53 postmark ; two interesting backstamps ; cover
slightly soiled ; est . . .

	

.	 $100 .00
20 Lot of four covers : 1877/81 (Z 38 1 copy, Z 40 3 copies) Z 40 to

Paris, Lyon & London ; covers all a little rough ; est	 $10/15 .00
21 142&203 (Z 162&166) On Air Mail Cover to New York via Rome

via Clipper ; est	 $50/60 .00
22 371a (Z WIII 38) Souvenir Sheet on FDC, cachet 	 $22 .00
23 376/7 (Z 349/50) FDC, unaddressed, cachet 	 $22 .00
24 B263/6 (Z WII 81/5) FDC, cachet, registered 	 $35 .00
25 B272/6 (Z WII 86/90) FDC, addressed, cachet 	 $25 .00
26 B297 (Z WII 102) SS, FDC, unaddressed, cachet 	 $38 .00
27 C41 (Z F 41) FDC, addressed, cachet ; cover soiled with light creases 	 $35 .00
28 SF 25 .4 Flight cover May 31/June 1, 1925 ; cancel #31, vignette #35;

franked with C5 & Z153 ; est	 $25/30 .00
29 Streifband (wrapper) #14 ; 7mm tear, does not affect impression ; est . . $1 .00

Call For New Auction Manager
After many years of yeoman service, Bill Lucas is resigning from his duties as AHPS
Auction Manager . If the auctions are to continue, we need a new manager ; contact
Henry Ratz, PO Box 21, Fiddletown CA 95629.
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Lot Description	 $ Catalog/Est

ERRORS - ERRORS

30 (Z 215y/Ab . 12) Mint NH, F ; thin oily transparent paper, with tab	 $95 .00
31 280 (Z 253/Pf . 5) Unused, LH, VF, "Spider on Hammer";

with imprinted tab	 $45 .00
32 (Z 257/Ab . 9) MINT NH, F, thin oily transparent paper 	 $95 .00
33 308 (Z 277/Pf . 2) Unused LH, VF, "Missing spoke in wheel"	 $57 .00
34 350 (Z 319/Pf . 3) Unused LH, VF, "Island Off Florida"	 $19 .00

KZ - KZ

35 (Z K23) Used, cds, F/VF	 $ 3 .15
36 Lot of K23, Z13/14 ; 8 pairs, 7 B/4, 2 B/8, 1 B/6 and 2 strips:

1 of 4, 1 of 3 ; est	 $25/30 .00
37 K26z/Z16z Used B/7, VF ; 2-10c, 4-5c ; wavy line cancel,

grilled gum ; est	 $100/125 .00
38 K26z/Z16z Used VF strip of 4, 3-5c, 1-10c; wavy line cancel,

grilled gum ; est	 $ 40/50 .00
39 K26z Used F/VF, wavy line cancel, grilled gum 	 $57 .00
40 K26/Z17 Used B/4 VF, single slightly smeared cds ; est	 $15/20 .00
41 K26/Z17 Used B/4, F/VF single slightly smeared cds ; est	 $15 .00
42 K26/Z17 Used B/4, F/VF, single cds ; est	 $ 25/30 .00
43 K26 Used F, cds, tête-bêche pair	 $19 .00
44 K26 Used VF, cds, tête-bêche pair	 $19 .00
45 Z11 Used B/6 includes Z11, cds, VF 	 $ 38 .00
46 Z14 Used B/4 including Z14, cds cancels 	 $4 .80
47 Z16 Used VF strip of 3; 2-5c, 1-10c ; cds ; est	 $20 .00

MISCELLANEOUS - MISCELLANEOUS

48 3o57/59 (Z D IV 57/9) Mint NH, VF ; corner copies with
imprinted tabs	 $25 .00

49 Air Mail forerunners # I Aarau 1913 ; unused LH, VF;
pinhole under plane	 $75 .00

50 Air Mail forerunners #XI Solothurn ; unused hinge remnant, VF	 $ 75 .00
51 C7 (Z F 7) Unused, LH, VF	 $23 .00
52 Liechtenstein 356 (Z 348) Mint NH, F/VF	 $350 .00
53 Liechtenstein Lot of 21 Mint B/4 between #409 & 433;

catalog 91 .20 sFr . ; est	 $20/25 .00
54 Liechtenstein Lot of 20 used all with cds, VF ; catalog 67 .00 sFr.;

includes (Z 5/9, 340/1, W27/8) ; est	 $15 .00
55 Liechtenstein Lot of 12 Mint NH, VF ; includes (Z 286/9, 343 & 344);

catalog 71 .00 sFr . ; est	 $15/20 .00
56 1955 Map of Basel 1 :10000 ; includes inset map of city in 1615 plus

pictures of historical buildings, ships, etc . ; very interesting ; est	 $10 .00
57 3 maps published by Swiss "Service Topographique Federal" ; 1936/8,

#274 Visp, #284 Mischable(Zermatt) and #510 Sustenpass-W;
highly detailed ; est	 $10 .00

58 Same as above #284 Mischable only ; est	 $2/3 .00
59 Lot of 5 maps ; National Geographic "the Alps" 1985, Swissair 1970

plus 3 others ; interesting ; est	 $5/10 .00
60 1988 Zumstein Switzerland/Liechtenstein spiral bound catalog;

excellent condition ; est	 $5/10 .00
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Zeigler Varieties

	

Bob Zeigler
New Discoveries on Agriculture Issue of 1941

The 1941 National Agricultural Plan issue (Zumstein #252), with
its rather dull design (horse and plowman) and equally dull colors
(brown and buff), has never been recognized as much of an
achievement in Swiss stamps . However, under a magnifier or
microscope, this stamp has yielded a few surprises.

The stamp appears to be in three colors : medium to dark brown
for the main print, plus a pale chocolate underprint, plus a chamois
or buff color that is apparent in the lettering and permeates the
design elsewhere. I postulate the pale chocolate color from a few
copies I've seen where the print is misregistered and the cross-
hatched screen in pale chocolate extends up to 1 mm above the main
frame line of the design.

The 1982 Zumstein Spe-
cialized lists only a few vari-
eties: compressed print
(Abart . 9); several colored
horizontal steaks (Pf. 1) (what
we would call "doctor blade
flaws;" see L.N. Williams,
Fundamentals of Philately,
page 225); and one important
retouch over the first "E" of
HELVETIA (Ret . 1) which
is quite scarce and does not
show up very well owing to
the dark color and low contrast . A copy is shown in Figure 1 ; the
retouch includes the lighter area above the "EL" of HELVETIA.

Meier and Diggelmann, in Spezi (Pamphlet 2, page 10), describe
four Y-shaped ghost flaws. One is over the value figures in the
dark plowed furrow; a second is over the zero; a third is at the right
on the middle tree; and a fourth is over the furrow under the two
rightmost trees . They also describe a light streak almost parallel to
the bottom of the stamp, apparently caused by a foreign body
adhering to the doctor blade (Pamphlet 4, page 56).

I've found a light spot on
the upper edge, just left of
center, which is similar to
what Meier and Diggelmann
describe (Pamphlet 3, page
75) on the 1 Fr . League of
Nations issue of 1938 (Z
#214). I have two copies;
one is shown in Figure 2.

A very interesting variety
may be seen in Figure 3.
This shows "rays" of lighter
and darker print extending

Figure 1

Figure 2
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from the base of the tree at
the right to up over the
horse's head . Within the
rays, the crosshatched diag-
onal pattern of the screen is
very evident ; outside them it
is much less evident . I have
never seen a similar variety
on any photoengraved issue.
Does anyone have an expla-
nation? (This stamp also
show the pale chocolate color
extending up about 4 mm
into the white margin .)

Figure 4 shows a copy
with two small light spots to
the right of "1941". Figure
5 shows a vertical line about
2+ mm to the left of the
artist's name in the margin.
This is interesting because all
the other stray lines that I
have seen on this issue are
horizontal, not vertical.

Mr. H.G . Lippmann of
Toronto writes, in reference
to my article on the 10c St.
Gotthard issue of 1956 (Z
#325), that he has another
apparent retouch over the
second "E" of HELVETIA.
He also reports a colorless
curved line over the tunnel
entrance in the gray print.
As always, your comments
are appreciated. [Bob's ad-
dress is on the masthead
page . Ed.]

Figure 3

Figure 4

Figure 5
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PTT Recent Issues

	

Steven S . Weston

As part of the final stamp issues for the year, the Swiss PTT has
produced another first time event : a joint stamp issue. On Novem-
ber 25th, France and Switzerland will issue a single, common design
stamp showing a work by Swiss artist Jean Tinguely of Neyruz.
Called Métamécanique, it is described as "a representation of a
variety of movements in search of coincidence ." Both Swiss and
French stamps were produced by the French postage stamp printing
works in Périgueux . On the day of issue, the postal services in
Paris and Basle will operate jointly staffed special post offices.

Although FDCs, folders, and collection sheets will be produced
with both French and Swiss stamps and cancels, standing order
customers will not receive these items without a special order.
(Standing order customers will receive their regular, Swiss stamp
only, items .)

The Swiss stamp has a 90 centime value and the French stamp
has a 5 franc value . The size of the stamp is 52 x 40 .85 mm since
it is part of France's Artistic Series (some of us may need to
purchase new mounting foils) . This makes it the largest Swiss stamp
ever at 2124 .2 square millimeters . Printed by rotogravure in sheets
of 30 stamps.

Jean Tinguely, who moved to
Paris when he was 27, is known
for his kinetic sculptures and foun-
tains. One of his kinetic sculptures,
Homage to New York, destroyed
itself while in operation in 1960 at
the Museum of Modern Art in New
York. Last year, the Swiss PTT
issued a Europa stamp showing
Tinguely ' s Carnival Fountain which
is near the Basle Municipal Theatre, site of the special post office
for the joint issue first day.

The 1988 Pro Juventute stamps will be issued on the same day.
This second set in the "Development of the Child" series features a
schoolchild theme. The designs, by Harriet Hopper of Zürich,
feature reading, music, arithmetic and drawing subjects depicted in
single-line crayon drawings . Values are 35+15, 50+20, 80+40 and
90+40 centimes . Printed by rotogravure by Courvoisier in sheets of
50 . Once again, a stamp booklet may be obtained from the Pro
Juventute Foundation which contains twelve of the 50+20c stamps
in three booklet panes . The price of the booklet is 9 francs.

The 1988 year set is available in two forms : a gift album with
notes in German, French, Italian and English (Fr . 21 .-); and a
presentation card which has no background notes (Fr . 20.35, face
value of stamps) . Both contain only mint stamps.
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Catalog Review

	

Felix Ganz

Switzerland Catalog 1989 ; The Amateur Collector Ltd ., P.O. Box
242, London N2 0YZ, England ; 1988; 164 pages, B&W illustrations;
spiral bound, $12 .50, postpaid.

The biggest surprise -- and we shall not go looking for reasons
-- is the catalog's pricing in U.S . dollars, more or less converted
from the Swiss franc prices currently paid in Switzerland for listed
items. Now our English collector friends will have to do a bit of
math before arriving at pound valuations!

Another interesting bit of information is furnished by a loose
insert relating to the renumbering of the Standing Helvetia issues,
eight of which no longer appear in the catalog and ten others
(shades and such) which make their initial appearance.

The editor, H . L. Katcher, has not greatly changed the
arrangement and content this year . The book retains its pocket catalog
attributes, unlike other "pocket catalogs" for which you need a
carrying bag!

Blocks of four, mint and used, continue to be listed in an
appendix. Quantities issued have disappeared and the crowded
arrangement of the stamp listings would not permit their inclusion.
This is not missed as it's not really vital information.

The listing of T-cancels continues (with very fancy prices for
earlier issues) and one wonders how long this feature will continue
because Swiss post offices utilize all regular issues (up to Fr . 20) and
all non-surcharged commemoratives for collecting postage due and
T-canceling them in the process . I'd like to see a third column : T-
canceled stamps on cover . That would be a feature not found
elsewhere, and of interest!

Certain stamp categories are found in this catalog which are
absent from other "small" annual Swiss catalogs: hotel stamps; early,
local railway stamps ; Red Cross franking labels ; telegraph stamps.
United Nations Geneva is included after the other official issues'
listing (technically, U.N. Geneva issues are not officials) ; but
Campione and Liechtenstein, found in other annual catalogs, are
absent . Pro Juventute stamp booklets are listed and priced, but
booklets of regular issues are absent.

There are references to other categories of Swiss stamps such as
soldier issues and revenues, but none are priced or treated in any
detail . Regular issues through 1945 are priced on cover, but no
other issue types on cover are priced.

The catalog is handy . If you cannot read German or French but
want Zumstein numbers as well as prices which approximate actual
European market prices, then this publication is for you.

[Newcomers to Swiss philately, without German or French skills,
can use this catalog as a unique learning tool to unlock many of the
"secrets" in Zumstein and Michel catalogs and, when used with these
"German" catalogs, learn many German philatelic terms . SW]
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Catalog Review

	

Felix Ganz

Liechtenstein: Catalog of the Adhesive Revenue Stamps ; Martin
Erler; ORA Verlag, West Germany ; 1981 ; 16 + 1 pages . Available
from Duane F . Zinkel, 2323 Hollister Ave, Madison WI 53705, for
$3.00 plus 90 cents postage.

This little booklet (Liechtenstein has not issued too many
fiscals/revenues between 1879 and 1978) is a model on "how to do
it ." Unknown to this reviewer until it was presented to him by the
author (who served as an international revenues judge at the FIP
approved international Finlandia 88 show) it contains just about all
there is to know on the subject.

A brief introduction states that Liechtenstein introduced revenue
stamped papers in 1810, used Austrian revenue stamps from as early
as 1854 and continued that practice intermittently until 1919.
Liechtenstein, starting in 1879, issued a total of 84 principally
different national revenue stamps through 1978 (or rather, the
present), plus 22 income tax stamps and 12 municipal revenue
stamps. For exchange bills, Liechtenstein also used 19 Swiss "Effets
de change / Wechselsteuer" revenues during the period 1928 to 1974.

Until now most collectors of these revenue stamps had to rely on
a Sieger catalog of the 1940s; but now Mr . Erler's findings and
listings will be taken over by the "Ring" handbook . Mr. Erler has
also authored revenue volumes on Austria, Germany and Slovakia.

The entire booklet is written in English (a German version also
exists) . The listings and the text are multilithed, giving some stamps
a slightly faded look. But everything is clearly recognizable . Dates
of use are included . Major varieties are listed and priced (in US
dollars), and numbers issued (some incredibly low) are given where
known. There is no separate column for items on documents; only
mint and used are priced . The prices apply to average stamps
because one cannot quibble with condition too much as faulty
stamps (created with careless ripping from sheets) are the rule.

A Swiss-American Special Cancel
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Expertise

	

Steven S. Weston

From time to time, you may wish to have a philatelic item
expertised or certified as to its condition and authenticity . Although
there are several expertising services in the US, you may wish to
submit your items to experts in Switzerland, who by the nature of
their location and intimate familiarity with Swiss and Liechtenstein
material, may be relied upon to have the final word, so to speak.

The SBZ periodically publishes a list of expertisers who are
members of the VSPhV, along with their areas of expertise . (This
is one more reason to join the VSPhV.) Below is the list of VSPhV
Official Experts (as of 10/88) and their areas of expertise . All are
located in Switzerland unless otherwise noted . Many of the
gentlemen listed are very capable of corresponding in English.

Abt, Walter ; Postfach 1055, 4001 Basel ; All Swiss
Berra-Gautschy, Rémy; Place Centrale 7, 1870 Monthey; Swiss after

1850 except "Services"
Bohler, René ; Bernstrasse 72, 3324 Hindelbank ; Swiss airmail and

Swiss after 1907
Estoppey, M. Ed . ; Rue de Bourg 10, 1003 Lausanne; Swiss, Europe,

classic overseas
Guggisberg, Alfred ; Dr., Alpenstrasse 15, 2501 Biel ; Swiss after Nr.

13 to 1907, Guatemala
Guinand, Pierre ; Chemin de la Plantaz 18, 1110 Morges ; Swiss

1862-1907, Postage Due
Hertsch, Max ; Postfach 2585, Zeughausgasse 24, 3001 Bern ; (per

agreement) Europe (except old Italian cancels and modern
overprints)

Kimmel, Kurt ; Postfach 6323, 8805 Richterswil ; Swiss 1843-1862
Marchand, J .-C.; 2 Place de la Synagogue, Case 69, 1211 Geneva 11;

(affiliated with A . von der Weid); Swiss cancels
Reinhardt, Werner ; Reichsgasse 61 7000 Chur; Liechtenstein

including pre-stamp (from 1730)
Rellstab, Emil; Widenbüelstrasse 50, 8617 Mönchaltorf; Swiss except

officials
Rupp, Bruno; Postafach 132, FL-9491 Ruggell, Liechtenstein;

Liechtenstein including pre-stamp (from 1730)
Sommer, Erwin ; Dr. med., 8784 Braunwald ; Thurn & Taxis
Trüssel, Kurt; Hirschmattstrasse 42, 6003 Luzern; Swiss from Nr . 15
Von der Weid, Alain; 2 Place de la Synagogue, Case 69, 1211

Geneva 11 ; (affiliated with J .-C . Marchand); Swiss from 1843
including cancels, France

Witschi, Hans ; Länggässli 7, 3454 Sumiswald ; Scandinavia (Denmark,
DWI, Iceland, Färoes, Norway, Sweden)

It's wise to write ahead to find out about costs (which I think are
low considering the time it takes and the expertise involved) . These
gentlemen do take vacations and are sometimes a bit overworked, so
the time required to do a proper job may vary.
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50th Anniversary

	

Harlan Stone

The ninth national AHPS convention pulled at least 27 members
to SEPAD at the Valley Forge Convention Center in Pennsylvania
on October 21-23 to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the founding
of the Helvetia Society in nearby Philadelphia . The first highlight
was a special luncheon honoring Sophie Buser, the last survivor of
the nine founding members.

Mint copies of the May 1947 issue of "USA-Switzerland," a trade
magazine devoted to Swiss, Liechtenstein and U .S . philately, took on
added value as a gift to all attenders when one member reported
that a dealer in the SEPAD bourse was selling a copy for $100 . As
soon as the dealer heard that AHPS had 60 copies, which Sophie had
stored since publication, he withdrew his until he could "see how
many more might be around ." He turned down an AHPS offer to
sell him a copy for $50.

George Wettach was also a luncheon guest of honor since he
holds the Helvetia record for holding elected office, 13 years as
president and treasurer in the old society during the 1950s through
the 1970s . Frank Young, our current treasurer, may soon break
George's record.

The second convention highlight was the selection of Ralph
Soderberg's "Sitting Helvetia" exhibit for the SEPAD Grand award
as well as the AHPS Grand award, a Swiss cross in stained glass.
The show included 11 Swiss exhibits and one Liechtenstein, all
different in subject, and altogether making up the strongest showing
of Swiss-related philately in a U .S. show in at least 20 years! Full
results of the judging are reported elsewhere in this issue.

A surprise part of the AHPS convention was an impromptu slide
presentation by Tony Kofranek, a collector of forgeries, who
showed illustrations of examples by Spiro, Fournier and Sperati.
Tony also shared honors with Dick Hall, society secretary, and Steve
Weston, editor of Tell, for coming the longest distance to attend the
convention . All live in California.

The AHPS booth featured a literature display compiled by Dale
Eggen, chairman of the society's Swiss Philatelic Literature Research
Group. Through his arrangements, a "colonial" printer on the show
floor used a hand-press to create reproductions of the Rayon II
design, which SEPAD organizers stuffed into the show programs.
[Dale was also able to create several two-color and a few inverted
center varieties of the Rayon II sheet which were used by members
at the first day ceremony for the USPS Special Occasions Booklet.
Ed.]

As a convention souvenir, AHPS mailed every society member a
special cacheted cover from the SEPAD postal station . The design,
by Vice President Henry Ratz, features an outline map of Switzer-
land erhbraced by the initials "USA," signifying a half-century of
organized Swiss collecting in the United States.
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Dick Franson, Tony Kofranek and Dick Hall
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Convention Chairman Harlan Stone and
Guest of Honor Sophie Buser
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Sales Circuit Notes

As of November 7th, there are but two active circuits . Several
were retired during my absence of six weeks . A lot of new material
has accumulated; so there now is substantial inventory . There have
been 16 circuits so far this year and I expect to get one or two more
out before yearend and three or four more in January . Sales have
been very good which is not surprising when one considers the vast
difference in the prices of circuit book material and normal retail
prices for similar material in Switzerland.

Buyers : While in Switzerland, I visited a number of stamp
dealers . Retail prices for fine/very fine material were generally
70-100% of Zumstein catalog value, and somewhat less for very
common items and more for certain exotics . While all dealers do
not want to buy everything, buy prices for material they want is
generally in the 40-50% range and more for exotics . Consider this
when you view very fine material in circuit books priced at 30-35%
of Zumstein . A review of Scott's 1989 prices for Swiss stamps
shows that they made a number of significant changes, a few of
which were consistent with changes in Zumstein but most of which
were not . For buyers of Swiss philatelic material, Zumstein or the
ACL catalogs remain the best pricing guides.

Sellers : Over a dozen new buyers have registered recently . With
well over 100 buyers, we have a good market for quality material.
Especially needed are se-tenants and tête-bêche, souvenir sheets,
telegraph, railway, hotel, Campione and soldier stamps, as well as
good cover and cancellation material in all categories . Not needed
are Pro Juventute and Pro Patria (except for PJ 1-28 VF and never
hinged) and all first day covers 1960 and later.

[Of interest might also be the fact that I had a sales book with
Campione items which our sales manager had considered a bit high
priced. The book sold 95% of its contents! FxG, Assc . Ed.]

Circuit activity should be brisk and rewarding for both buyers
and sellers in 1989 . Happy New Year!

Emil L . Tobler, AHPS Sales, PO Box 26, Bradford RI 02808
Telephone: 401-377-2238 (evenings are best)
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POSTMARKS

New post office:
3700 Spiezwiler (7 .11 .88)

Closed post offices:
7123 Carrera (1 .11 .88) Winterthur Gutschick (Paket .) (15 .10 .88)
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